
     credits & COPYRIGHT 
 

 
To create our art we use tools and images from different sources and we always do our best to make research to avoid infringing copyright 
laws and to properly apply the license agreements and TOU of each product we buy. 
 

SOURCE WE USE 
 

• Our own commercial use Products and Tools. 
• Our own taken photographs. 
• Commercial use Products and Tools from other digiscrapbook designers. 
• Products and Tools from Creative Market, Envato, Renderosity, Designer Cuts, FontBundles, DealJumbo, The Hungry JPG and 

other similar store, following each Store License. 
• Public Domain images out of copyright. 
•  

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT CLAIMING  
 
Copyright infringement is when someone uses the copyright-protected work of someone else without permission. If something is 
protected by copyright, you generally cannot legally make it available to the public in any format, digital or otherwise, without permission 
of the person or body who holds the copyright. 
If a copyright owner finds that we are infringing his copyright, after determining the validity of the claim, we will remedy the situation at 
once, either by paying an “after-the-fact” copyright license fee or by stopping any and all use of the content. 
Please note that only the copyright owner can act for protecting his work and only if the work has a valid copyright. 
 

 
WRONG USE OF THE LICENSE AGREEMENT CLAIMING 

 
Sometimes the artist/designers license agreement don't cover in full every possible use. In these cases usually we write to the 
artist/designer and ask for permission or to clarify the uses. If we don't get response (usually always ..) we use what we bought following 
the interpretation we give to the license. 
If the artist/designer finds that we are violating his term, after determining the validity of the claim we will remedy the situation at once, 
either by paying an “after-the-fact” copyright license fee or by stopping any and all use of the content. 
Please note that only the artist/designer can act for protecting his work and only if he has a valid copyright. 
Due to the enormous quantity of products we collected in 10 years of design and the quantity of new products we buy regularly (included 
big bundles) and also due to the nature itself of some of our products (included kits and collections) it can happen that we can’t find quickly 
the proper source. In that case, after determining the validity of the claim, we will honour the artist with a new purchase of the contested 
item.  
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